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                                                        Hamburg,  February 2005 

 
Dear Superkartdrivers, 
without any noteable problems the 2005 regulations have met the approval of the DMSB and CIK. The 
title is:  

Internationale Superracekart Serie 2005. 
 
The following changes have been announced previously and are realised now: 
 
1. In case of security issues on the track the SAFETY CAR can be deployed according to the 

regulations for round circuit racing. Please make yourself comfortable with the regulations in 
appendix H of the International Sporting Code.  

2. It is mandatory to wear a backprotector according to EN 1621-1 /-2 or /-3. Kristin and I have tried 
the Dainese Backprotector 2000 and Dainese Wave. Both are recommandable and easy to wear.  

3. The division 2 has been divided into two groups:   
Div. 2 according to the CIK European Championship regulations, Gas Gas and Honda engines.                                                                                                              
Div. 2b  Rotax, Yamaha und Tm Motore 

4.   The mandatory sponsoring stickers have to be fitted according to the blueprint. 
  
This year we have been able to organise 7 wonderful events with 14 heats in 4 countries. The events 
are, as we hope, well balanced and distributed evenly.  
As a highlight we have arranged the final event in the royal park of Monza, where October 3rd is a 
bankholiday in Germany.  
Because of the increased number of starters and the current situation in Div.2 the European 
Championchips are held as a seperate event and are not part of this series.  
All drivers holding an annual entry for 2005 are eligible to compete for the total pricemoney of € 20.000 
for both divisions. 
Unfortunately the increased costs for the tracks made it necessary to increase the entry fees slightly. 
The motosport news magazin MOTORSPORT XL will present a full page of picture and report about 
the series in each issue. An annual subscription is included in the annual entry fee.  
 
Erich Springer is and will be the Organiser and fellow race colleague.  
Heinz Irsch and Dieter Lohmann will accompany us as technical scrutineers, and we,  
Kristin and Joachim Breckwoldt, hope to present a fascinating and successful season 2005.  
We also are happy to have the support in PR from Carmen Schmidt and Willi Pfeiffer, Peter Kruse as 
well as Ulli Sieker, for organising prices and pricegivings.  
To avoid disagreements about technical regulations  beforehand it is important for us to point out the 
CIK and DMSB regulations. With the exception of articles mentioned in the regulations, the Annuire du 
Karting and the International Sporting Code is valid without any exception 
New engines (BRC), which are not registered in time before the first race in Hockenheim, will be 
respected conditionally in the classifications. In case no registration is presented up to the CIK 
Championship event in Hockenheim the drivers are suspended from the classification. As only the CIK 
is in a position to judge about the fulfillement of production figures, we have to insist on the confirmation 
for new engines by the CIK. It is possible to race outside the official classification.  
 
 
We all hope to have a smooth season and that we all will have fun practising our hobby. 
 
Sporty regards 
 
Kristin und Joachim Breckwoldt 
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Invitation to the 2005 
 

 
International  

SUPERRACEKART 
SERIES 

www.superracekart.net 
 
 

This invitation consists of the General and Technical Regulations 
(Subject  to approval by the Sports Council) 

Authorisation No:435/05 dated: 11.2.2005  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Authorized invitations and nominations are supplied by: 
 

Kristin and Joachim Breckwoldt 
Elbchaussee 531 
D-22587 Hamburg  

Tel.: 0049 (0) 17 05 028 028  
Fax.: 0049 (0) 40 86 42 78  

E-mail: Breckwoldt-Fischfeinkost@t-online.de 
 
 
 
 
 
Organiser:             GALVANIA 

Handels-Ges.m.b.H. 
D-83410 Laufen 
Briouderplatz 3 

Tel.0049-8582-809337 , Fax. 809338 
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General Regulations 
 
 
1. Basis of the Superracekart Series 
The event will be carried out in accordance with the relevant regulations of the international council of the FIA (ISG) All 
persons participating in the competition are obliged to observe all relevant regulations, namely: 
- International regulations of the FIA (ISG) including appendicies and additions, 
- Regulations and decisions of the  CIK / FIA / DMSB , 
- Legal procedures of the DMSB  (Ru VO), 
- Excisting invitation including changes and explanations 
- Conditions by public bodies and organisers, 
- The CIK/FIA European Superkart Championship Regulations are applicable for the EM event 
- Invitations of the various organisers including changes and additions 
-       DMSB CIRCUIT REGLEMENT 2005 of the relevant ASN 
- Technical Regulations 
- Environmental guide lines by the DMSB of the relevant ASN 
- Doping regulations of the DMSB 
 
2. Participation 
Qualified to participate are all people over 18 years of age, provided they have a drivers licence for cars. He/She will also need a 
cart drivers licence or a cart drivers licence application for the year 2005 ,or own an internatioinal Cart C licence. In order to qualify 
for EM events an international Cart B licence is required. With the handing in of the signed entry form the applicant accepts the 
conditions of the invitation. 
 
3. Registration 
With registration, the entrants and drivers are authorising the organisers to register in their name to events, where races belonging 
to the International Superracekart Series are held. (Group-Registration). Registration forms for all events are suppliedd by the 
Superracekart – Organisation. Annual season registrations are valid for all events, the entry for the european championships has to 
be sent directly to the CIK. In case of non-appearance at an event, the cancallation notice has to be sent by mail/fax to the 
organisation 8 days before the event latest.  
 
3.1.Annual season registration 
In order to participate in the entire series of the championship events applications have to be completed. Application forms are 
available from the organisers. These applications do not include the EM event Assen. Separate applications for this event must be 
lodged with the CIK within the time limit. Applications –completed in full – for the EM event Assen must reach the organisers on or 
before 11.03.05. 
 
3.2 Single event applications 
Drivers who want to participate in one or a single event of the International Superracekart Series 2005  can do so by filling in the 
application form. The single event applications must reach the organiser at fax or written at least 14 days before the event starts. 
(according to schedule) Participated drivers who cant drive a race, has to cancel it 8 days before  by the organisator.   
 
3.3 Confirming applications 
All confirmations for the accepted participants are sent as an annual confimation or  for single events in the week before the event. 
 
3.4. Refused Applications 
The organisers reserve the right to reject applications of drivers/entrants to participate in any of the race events. The reasons for 
such a rejection must be stated by the organisers within 8 days of the receipt of the application or at least 5 days before the relevant 
event. In case of gross misconduct the Organisation has the right to exclude entrants/drivers from further events, even if an annual 
season registration is held.  
 
4. Participation Charges 
The following charges are due with the applications. 
 
Registration fees ( fees are not returnable!) 
  
 Fee for 7 events            € 2310.- 
 
The fee for the current year have to be paid to the organisers on or before 18.3.2005. 
( for payments from outside Germany add €  15.-) 
 
 
 Fee for single event   €   370.- 
 
 
Bank                                                   Galvania Handels GmbH 
                                                                    Bank: Vereins- und Westbank 
                                                                    Bank Code       200 300 00 
                                                                    Konto No.:       12 0 33 97 
        IBAN: DE76 2003 0000 0001 2033 97 
        SWIFT ( BIC ): VUWBDEHHXXX 
 
Payment details: “Fee Superracekart Serie 2005“    
 
Advantages with annual series applications 
>   in the end of the year is a price money from € 20.000.- only for complete entrees. 
>   Priority if events are over-subscribed 
??With the application and fee for the entire series no dead lines can be missed – one is automaticly registered for all 7 events 
??280.- €  cheaper than fees for single events. 
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5. Divisions 
The series is held in three divisions according to point (20).  
 
6. Starter Numbers/Drivers Name/Nationality 
Number plates front and sides: yellow background with black numbers  20 cm tall, font size 3cm thick 
Number plates rear: yellow background with black numbers 22*22 cm tall, font size 2cm thick, or on the radiator 
( acc. CIK Reg. 2-24). 
Division 1:  Start numbers      1-  99   
Division 2:      Start numbers  100-199 are issued by CIK.  
Writing on the bubble shield left and right :name of driver and national flag letters 2,5cm tall. 
The organisation has the right to reserve compulsory ares for advertising panels according to blueprint. These are to be issued in 
writing to the driver. With filing the entrance form to the organisation the entrant has accepted the panel areas. This clause is part of 
the regulations and is verified by the technical scrutineers. In case of non-adherence the entitlement for price or advertising money 
is forfeit.  
 
7. Termine der Superracekart Serie 2005    
08.-10.   April  D   Hockenheim  
20.-22. Mai  NL   Assen      
03.-05. Juni        D   Lausitzring   
24.-26. Juni  B   Zolder 
22.-24. Juli  D   Oschersleben     
02.-04. September CZ   Most Truck         
30.-01. Oktober  I   Monza   
Any cancellations may be replaced by other fixtures. 
 
8. Organising the Qualification Runs 
Free practice                  20 Min. if possibel 
2 x time practice  a ca.25 Min.  
2 x  races/runs                  je 50 km oder max. 25 Runden  
The runs commence with rolling starts – in two rows. 
The starting positions for runs 1 and 2 depend on the results of the time practice. 
If there are more starters than registered, the starting positions will depend on the results of the time practice.  
In case of exclusion (penalty) during any heat to the Superracekart Series the entrant is excluded from the event’s classiffication.  
 
9. Safety Car regulation 
in appendix 
 
10. Official Time Practice 
Only for drivers with technical certified vehicles.Two sessions a min. 25 minutes, participation is obligatory. 
Each driver must have driven one complete timed round. After the official time training chassis may not be exchanged. 
The racing manager has the authority to allow drivers to participate in the qualification runs – even if they did not  have a timed lap 
in the practise. 
Vehicles, which broke down during training on the racing track , must be presented to the technical commissioner for final 
inspection. 
 
11. Technical Control/ Parc Ferme  
After completing the time training  and the runs for the Superracekart Series, the drivers have to park their vehicles in the PARC 
FERME (without being asked) for 30 minutes. The technical commissionary may wish to inspect vehicle and exquipment.He is also 
authorized to spot-check drivers and vehicles at any time during the event. 
 
12. Penalties 
False starts carry a penalty of at least 15 seconds which will be added to the total time of that driver. Failing to attend the briefing 
will carry a sport penalty which is fixed by the organiser. Drivers which have broken technical rules may loose points in the current 
series, or they may be banned from further participation in the series. 
 
13. Scoring 
The system of scoring is as follows. It is allowed at any time to switch between div. 2 and 2b. For the total classification the division 
with most starts is relevant, or , secondary the division, where the entrant has driven last.  
Points are awarded for the International Superracekart Series 2005 to all drivers for each of the driven 16 races/runs 
     1. place 25 points 
     2. place 20 points 
     3. place 16  points 
     4. place 13 points 
     5. place 11 points 
     6. place 10 points etc. 
Where two or more competitors have the same number of points, the better placings throughout the season will be the decider. 
In order to qualify for the allocation of points at anyone event the driver will have to participate in at least 75% of the runs of that 
event. The organiser allocates the points. 
Drivers with single entrys are considers in the total classification, who have started at leat 7 races. 
 
14.Cancelled and Aborted Race 
 If, for whatever reason, an event has to be cancelled, or a race/run has to be aborted, fees are not returnable. No scoring points are 
awarded for cancelled and/or aborted races/runs. When there were two timed practise, you get points for the best result once 
according to the result of timed practice (13).  
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15. Prizes 
After the second race cups are awarded to at 30% of the drivers in each division. Presentation of cups to the three winners of each 
race in each division will take place immediately after both races on the podium. At the annual presentation ceremony cups and 
prizes will be awarded to the first 30% of the drivers each class.  
The price money from € 20.000,- comes to the drivers at the annual presentation. 
 
Total classification _2005_               Platz  Div.1 Div.2b Div.2  
      1 2000,- 1300,-    1000,- 
      2 1600,- 1100,-  800,- 
      3 1300,- 1000,-  600,- 
      4 1100,-   800,-  400,-  
 5 1000,-   700,-  300,- 
      6   800,-   600,-  
      7   700,-   500,- 
      8   600,-   400,- 

9   500,-         
10   400,-    
11   300,- 
12             200,-  

     
                                               10 500,-     6400,-     3100,-     Total  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
16. Special Regulations 
 
If a driver is disqualified at any one run during the day of the Superracekart Series (sports penalty) he will not be allocated any 
points for that day. 
Declaration by applicant and driver for the exclusion of liability for simple carelessness and risk exclusion: 
All persons take part in the events at their own risk. They are fully responsible for any damages incurred both in civil and criminal 
matters unless a waiver has been agreed. 
Applicants and drivers by handing in the signed entry form agree to forgo any claims for any type of damage which may occur in 
connection with the event, i.e.: 
 
- the FIA, DMSB, Member organisations of the DMSB,  
- the German Motorsport Wirtschaftsdienst GmbH, their Presidents, Executives, Managers, Secretaries 
- the ADAC-Gaue, the Promoter/Series Organiser, 
- the Promotors, Stewarts, Race Track Owners, 
- Public Authorities, Race Services and all persons connected with the organisation of the event  
- the Maintenance Authorities, regarding any damages caused by the condition of the racing track and any other facilites 

used at the event  and 
- all ancilliary personnel of the above mentioned authorities/organisations 

excluding deliberate damage or gross negligence against: 
- the other participants (applicants, drivers, co-drivers), their assistants, the owners, the keepers of other vehicles 
- the own applicants, drivers, co-drivers (other existing agreements between applicants, drivers and co-drivers take 

precedent) and own assistants waive any claims in connection with the Slalom Competition (training, qualification runs)  
The claim waiver will take effect with handing in the application form. 
The acceptance of the disclaimer is applicable to all legal situations and in particular to possible claims for damages which may 
arise from contractual and non-contractual claims as well as claims arising from unauthorised actions. 
The participants are deemed to understand that the DMSB-Licence includes Accident Insurance for the driver. The organisers have 
also arranged for Accident Insurance for stewarts and their assistants as well as a Third Party Insurance.  
 
You should also understand that third party claims resulting from gross negligence only cover personal injuries (not damages to 
vehicles). This applies to claims by applicants, drivers, owners and keepers amongst each other. The maximum insurance cover is 
known. 
By handing in the application the applicant/keeper/driver takes note that normal insurance cover such as third party, fully 
comprehensive and passanger accident insurance does not cover any claims rising during the event. He/She is obliged to inform 
the owner of the racing vehicle of the situation. 
 
17. Advertising Rights 
 
All advertising and Television rights belong to GALVANIA HANDELS mbH. 
This company is entitled to trade these rights. All participants agree to make predetermined spaces available for advertising on their 
racing and transport vehicles. 
The CIK own the advertising rights for the EM event. 
 
18. Drivers`Camp 
 
The application form should state the space requirements by each team.The organiser or his agent will allocate the space for each 
team. These allocations are binding and must be observed. 
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19. General Contractual Matters for Applicants and Drivers. 
 
All participants confirm that: 
- the application forms have been completed and are correct, 
- the nominated vehicle meets the reglement and technical requirements 
- the driver has a valid driving licence, 
- the applicant/driver is capable to cope with the demands of a racing competition -without qualifications, 
- applicants/drivers know and understand the international rules and regulations for automotive sports of the FIA, including 

appendices, 
- applicants/drivers must also be aware of the DMSB Regulations for round track races as well as the FIA- and DMSB 

regulations 
- the above rules and regulations form part of the contract, which has been signed by the applicants and accepted by the 

organisers 
- applicants/drivers understand the events fall under the jurisdiction of the DMSB who in turn are authorised to fix penalties.  
 
 
20. Technical Regulations 
Valid are the technikal regulations of the current Superkart-CIK Regulations. Above that, the following regulations have to be 
adhered t.o:  
 
Securityequipment:  Additionally to the drivers equipment acc. to CIK regulation a back-protector according to EN1621-1, -

2 or-3 is compulsory.  
Transponder  must be fixed behind the driver 
Noise Regulations  Art. 12 DMSB Kart Reg. 
Noise Regulations EM CIK Reg. 2.19.1. 
 
Fuel   Art. 11.2 DMSB Kart Reg. 
   For the EM the fuel is prescribed by the CIK 
 
Tyres:  CIK –homologated for all EC- Events. For the remaining events, homologations from the current and 

expired homologation-period are valid. This regulation is valid in 2005 only.  
 
Startingnumbers  CIK Reg. 2.24 
   Div. 1          1    -   99 
   Div. 2   100  - 199 
 
Spezial Regulations  Engines for the EM according to the CIK Reg. Art. 9 
Superkart Div. 1  for all other races the engines mus comply with Art 9 CIK regulatin but need not to be registered.  
 
Special regulations 
Engines Div. 2 
 
Div 2:  Allowed are the following CIK registered engines: Gas Gas 2004 and Honda CBR 250 ( Art 9, CIK 

regulation, Div 2 with 5 speed gearbox. ) 
 
Div 2b(Valid to 31.12.2005):  Rotax 257, Yamaha YZ 250, Husquarna and TM engines w/o registration and 6 speed gearbox. With 

the exception of registration the engines have to comply fully with the CIK regulation for Div. 2 in 
Art. 9. ( 6 speed )   

 
In order to secure/build up Div. 2, single-cylinder racekarts, a sub division valid for 2005 has been agreed on October 2nd, 2004. The 
official pricegiving and classification will be issued for Div 1 and 2. The Sub-division for Div 2 and 2b is held internally. The points 
scheme and price money  according to article 13 and 15 is independent. The organsisers’s pricegiving after the event divides three 
divisions and issues the cups for these. There are titles in 2005 for three divisions.  
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SAFETY CAR 
 
A. The car must be marked “SAFETY CAR” in letters of similar dimensions to those of the race numbers asused 
in Motor Sport, on the rear and sides. It must havethree revolving yellow lights on the roof each poweredby a 
different electrical circuit. It will be driven by an experienced circuit driver. It will carry a CIK-FIA approved 
observer capable of recognising all the competing cars, who is in permanent radio contact with race control. 
B. Maximum 30 minutes before the race start time the safety car will take up position at the front of the grid 
and remain there until the five minute signal is given. At this point (except under O. below) it will cover a whole 
lap of the circuit and enter the pit lane. 
C. The safety car may be brought into operation to neutralise a race upon the decision of the Clerk of the 
Course. It will be used only if competitors or offi cials are in immediate physical danger but the circumstances 
are not such as to necessitate stopping the race. 
D. When the order is given to deploy the safety car, all observer’s posts will display waved yellow flags 
and a board «SC» which shall be maintained until the intervention is over. 
E. During the race, the safety car with its revolving yellow lights on, will start from the pit lane and will join the 
track regardless of where the race leader is. 
F. All the competing karts will form up in line behind the safety car no more than 5 car lengths apart. All 
overtaking on the track is forbidden (except under O. below), unless a car is signalled to do so from the safety 
car. 
G. When ordered to do so by the Clerk of the Course the observer in the safety car will use a green light to 
signal to any karts between it and the race leader that they should pass. These karts will continue at reduced 
speed and without overtaking until they reach the line of karts behind the safety car. 
H. The safety car shall be used at least until the leader is behind it and all remaining karts are lined up behind 
him (or, when there is more than one safety car, all the karts in that safety car’s sector). 
Once behind the safety car, the race leader (or leader of that sector) must keep within 5 car lengths of it 
(except as under J. below) and all remaining karts must keep the formation as tight as possible. 
I. While the safety car is in operation, competing karts may stop at their pit, but may only rejoin the track 
when the green light at the pit exit is on. It will be on at all times except when the safety car and the line of 
karts following it are about to pass or are passing the pit exit. A kart rejoining the track must proceed at 
reduced speed until it reaches the end of the line of karts behind the safety car. 
J. When the Clerk of the Course calls in the safety car,it must extinguish all the revolving lights, this will be the 
signal to the drivers that it will be entering the pit lane at the end of that lap. At this point the  
first kart in line behind the safety car may dictate the pace and, if necessary, fall more than 5 car lengths 
behind it. As the safety car is approaching the pit lane the yellow flags and SC boards at the observer’s posts 
will be withdrawn and waved green flags will be displayed for no more than one lap. 
K. When the safety car has pulled off the circuit and the karts are approaching the Line, green lights will be 
shown. Overtaking remains strictly forbidden until the karts pass the green light at the Line unless a kart slows 
with an obvious problem. 
L. Each lap completed while the safety car is in service will be counted as a race lap. 
M. If the race is stopped under Case C of Article 2.21 of the General Prescriptions Applicable to the CIK-FIA 
Championship Events, the safety car will take the chequered fl ag and all karts able to do so must follow it into 
the pit lane and into the parc fermé. 
N. If the race ends whilst the safety car is deployed it will enter the pits at the end of the last lap and the karts 
will take the chequered fl ag as normal without overtaking. 
O. In exceptional circumstances the race may be started behind the safety car. In this case, at any time before 
the one minute signal its revolving yellow lights will be turned on. This is the signal to the drivers that the race 
will be started behind the safety car. When the green lights are illuminated, the safety car will leave the grid 
with all karts following in grid order no more than 5 car lengths apart. 
There will be no formation lap and the race will start when the leading car crosses the Line for the first time. 
Overtaking, during the first lap only, is permitted if a kart is delayed when leaving its grid position and karts 
behind cannot avoid passing it without unduly delaying the remainder of the fi eld. In this case, drivers may 
only overtake to re-establish the original starting order 
Any driver who is delayed leaving the grid may not overtake another moving kart if he was stationary after the 
remainder of the karts had crossed the Line, and must form up at the back of the line of karts behind the safety 
car. If more than one driver is affected, they must form up at the back of the field in the order they left the 
grid. A time penalty will be imposed on any driver who, in the opinion of the Stewards, unnecessarily overtook 
another kart during the first lap. 
P. There will be one safety car in operation at a time, except for circuits of over 7 kms in length, where other 
safety cars, positioned at equi-distant points around the circuit, may be authorised by the CIK-FIA. If more 
than one safety car is authorised,  
Q. will apply, as well as the following requirements: 
- The starting point of each safety car must be announced to all the drivers. 
- When the safety cars pull off the circuit, green lights will be shown at their respective starting points. All 
observer’s posts will then show a green flag. Overtaking remains strictly forbidden until the race karts pass the 
green light at the next safety car starting point. The green flags will be withdrawn after one lap. 
 
 
CHAMPIONNAT D’EUROPE CIK-FIA DE SUPERKART 
CIK-FIA EUROPEAN SUPERKART CHAMPIONSHIP 
 



       Internationale Superracekart Serie 
Heinrich Irsch Division Startnummer

Lilienstrasse 50

42369 Wuppertal

Nennung / Entry 2005
Fahrer/Driver Nenngelder / Entry

Name/surname 2.310,00 €  

Vorname-
Christian name Einzelnennung 370,00 €     

Strasse-Street Veranstaltungen / Events

PLZ- Ort-Town Nur bei Einzelnennungen ankreuzen ! Nennungs-
schluss

Telefon/ Fax 08.-10.4.2005 Hockenheim 18.03.2005

E-Mail 20.-22.5.2005 Assen 06.05.2005

Geburtsdatum -
born on 03.-05.6.2005 Lausitzring 20.05.2005

Int.Fahrerlizenz 
Driver's Lizenz 24.-26.6.2005 Zolder 10.06.2005

Nationalität 22.-24.7.2005 Oschersleben 08.07.2005

Bewerber / Entrant 02.-04.9.2005 Most 19.08.2004

Name - Surmane 30.-1.10.2005 Monza 16.09.2005

Strasse - Street

PLZ-Ort-Town Fahrzeug / Date of Vehicle

Telefon
Motorhersteller-
Enginefabrik.

Bewerber-
Entrant's licence

Fahrgestell - 
Chassis

Erfolge / Results Zylinderzahl -
Numb.of cylinder

Kraftstoff/Fuel

Oel/Oil

Sponsoren

Mit meiner Unterschrift bestätige ich, vom Inhalt der vorliegenden Ausschreibung  
einschießlich des Haftungsausschluss ( siehe Rückseite/nächste Seite ) Kenntnis genommen und  
ausdrücklich anerkannt zu haben.
Datum/Date ;  Ort/Town :

Unterschrift / Signatures:

Bankverbindung: Galvania Handels GmbH, Vereins- und Westbank, Hamburg 
        BLZ 200 300 00  Konto: 120 3397

                            IBAN:DE76 2003 0000 0001 2033 97  SWIFT (BIC): VUWBDEHHXXX

Gesamtnennung 2005 
Nennungsschluss 18.3.2005

Telefon:   +49 ( 0 )202 462282       
FAX :       +49 ( 0 )202 2574442                   



16. Special Regulations 
 
If a driver is disqualified at any one run during the day of the Superracekart Series (sports penalty) he will not be allocated any 
points for that day. 
Declaration by applicant and driver for the exclusion of liability for simple carelessness and risk exclusion: 
All persons take part in the events at their own risk. They are fully responsible for any damages incurred both in civil and 
criminal matters unless a waiver has been agreed. 
Applicants and drivers by handing in the signed entry form agree to forgo any claims for any type of damage which may occur in 
connection with the event, i.e.: 
 
- the FIA, DMSB, Member organisations of the DMSB,  
- the German Motorsport Wirtschaftsdienst GmbH, their Presidents, Executives, Managers, Secretaries 
- the ADAC-Gaue, the Promoter/Series Organiser, 
- the Promotors, Stewarts, Race Track Owners, 
- Public Authorities, Race Services and all persons connected with the organisation of the event  
- the Maintenance Authorities, regarding any damages caused by the condition of the racing track and any other 

facilites used at the event  and 
- all ancilliary personnel of the above mentioned authorities/organisations 

excluding deliberate damage or gross negligence against: 
- the other participants (applicants, drivers, co-drivers), their assistants, the owners, the keepers of other vehicles 
- the own applicants, drivers, co-drivers (other existing agreements between applicants, drivers and co-drivers take 

precedent) and own assistants waive any claims in connection with the Slalom Competition (training, qualification 
runs)  

The claim waiver will take effect with handing in the application form. 
The acceptance of the disclaimer is applicable to all legal situations and in particular to possible claims for damages which may 
arise from contractual and non-contractual claims as well as claims arising from unauthorised actions. 
The participants are deemed to understand that the DMSB-Licence includes Accident Insurance for the driver. The organisers 
have also arranged for Accident Insurance for stewarts and their assistants as well as a Third Party Insurance.  
 
You should also understand that third party claims resulting from gross negligence only cover personal injuries (not damages to 
vehicles). This applies to claims by applicants, drivers, owners and keepers amongst each other. The maximum insurance cover 
is known. 
By handing in the application the applicant/keeper/driver takes note that normal insurance cover such as third party, fully 
comprehensive and passanger accident insurance does not cover any claims rising during the event. He/She is obliged to 
inform the owner of the racing vehicle of the situation. 
 
 
19. General Contractual Matters for Applicants and Drivers. 
 
All participants confirm that: 
- the application forms have been completed and are correct, 
- the nominated vehicle meets the reglement and technical requirements 
- the driver has a valid driving licence, 
- the applicant/driver is capable to cope with the demands of a racing competition -without qualifications, 
- applicants/drivers know and understand the international rules and regulations for automotive sports of the FIA, 

including appendices, 
- applicants/drivers must also be aware of the DMSB Regulations for round track races as well as the FIA- and DMSB 

regulations 
- the above rules and regulations form part of the contract, which has been signed by the applicants and accepted by 

the organisers 
- applicants/drivers understand the events fall under the jurisdiction of the DMSB who in turn are authorised to fix 

penalties.  

 


